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Goal
Every day, we encounter a lot of events information from the paper flyers posted on the hallway walls, entrance doors and elevators in our buildings. Will it be a presentation, a forum discussion or a concert; they all come with a data & time and venue. Because these information are not digitized, it is very inconvenient for us to manually input such information into our smartphone calendars. Therefore, we are proposing to build an OCR-based mobile image processing system that can automatic extract event information from flyer pictures and directly integrate them into the users’ digital calendars. Our goal is to design a small tool on Android platform that enables the user to put the event info (time and location) into his personal calendar by simply snapping a picture on the related flyer/poster.

Project designs
Obviously, the main part of the project is to build an OCR-based mobile image processing system, using the techniques we learn on 368 class\[1][2]. We propose the following workflow in our design:

1) Input a single image captured from the smartphone camera.
2) Apply several preprocessing steps to the original image to improve the image quality, for example, illumination balancing/histogram equalization, denoising, spatial transform\[2] to correct geometric distortion caused by tilted capturing angle.
3) Detect the region of interest (ROI) using a Maximally stable extremal regions (MSER)\[3] detector. By using some criterions, we hope to filter out areas that are not likely to be the text we are interested in.
4) Binarize the image for text recognition.
5) Use an Android-based OCR engine (Tesseract-ocr\[4]) to recognize the actual text in the ROI.
6) Parse the text we get from the OCR output, search specifically for the dates/venue/event name information among the text and extract them.
7) Invoke the system’s calendar system, send this event info to the calendar system automatically\[5], and the user just need to decide whether he/she would want to add it to schedule.

Literature Survey
We did some survey on the Internet, and did not found any mobile app on Android store that does the exact functionality we proposed. On the technical side, there are many literatures on building image recognition systems on mobile phones, \[6] for example, and implementation wise, there are already many applications on image recognition and OCR detection like Google Goggles, but these apps are not specifically targeting event-calendar management, and do not provide good user experience for our purpose.
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A snapshot of the event flyers in the elevator of Mitchell Bldg on campus.